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CHAPTER I

STATISTICAL NOISE MODELS — INTRODUCTION

Lightning discharges in the atmosphere produce the major por¬

tion of radio interference upon most communications systems in use

over the frequency range from ten kilocycles per second to ten

megacycles per second at the present time. Most radio listeners

have noted "static" occurring in their radios while a thunderstorm

was in progress in the surrounding area* In the last few years it

has been recognized that this "static" is an important limitation

to reliable communications, and studies are being made to further

our understanding of this phenomenon* As the lightning flashes

which produce the "static" are random in nature, statistical methods

are used studying this phenomenon.

This paper deals with the development of a mathematical model

of certain of these statistical measures. The model can be used as

a guide to ascertain the effects of atmospheric noise upon various

types of communications systems. The present discussion is limited

to the output envelope of a normal amplitude-modulated receiver when

the input waveform consists of pulses of much shorter duration than

the reciprocal of the intermediate-frequency bandwidth of the

- 1 -

receiver*
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A review of the work done in the field of statistical studies

of noise voltages and currents will prove helpful before considering

the inundei*te problem in more detail* One of the earliest works was

K*)
by Schottky ' in I9I8, in which he ¡resented the results of studies

of spontaneous current fluctuations in conductors* Shortly thereafter
2

Hull and Williams discussed the dependence of noise voltage upon

current in certain nonmetallic resistors* Later Nyquist^ published

a paper concerning the thermal agitation of electrical charge in

conductors. Several other writers during this period noted the so

called "noise" currents in various electrical circuits and work was

begun to identify the types of variations being observed. (The

currents were called "noise" currents as they were random in nature

and could not be described explicitly by a particular type of time

function)*

These studies led to the identification of the current or voltage

variations with the "Qaussian" or "Nomal" probability law of sta¬

tistics. A more cosimon term for this type of noise at the present

time is "white" noise, the term "white" being derived from the flat

energy spectrum of this type of noise which resembles that of white

light* It is also commonly referred to as "fluctuation” noise.

Some of the authors who wrote during the later thirties and early

forties verifying this conclusion were Belief Landon? Jansky^ HarrisJ
Thompson and North, and Williams; As this type of noise could be

described only in terms of statistical parameters such as average,

* Superscript numerals refer to Bibliography.
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root-mean-aquare, first amplitude probability density function, etc.,

meters were designed to measure these pararnttarse The first meter

designed to os asure the first amplitude probability distribution

function was built by Peterson1^ and distributions of amplitude as a

function of time for fluctuation noise were measured by Landon^ sev¬

eral years later.

In 1944 S. 0. Bice published the first of a series of papers in

the Bell System Technical Joqrnal entitled "The Mathematical Analysis

of Bandom Noise This series was the first comprehensive

study of the overall problem of describing fluctuation noise and was

destined to become a "classic" in the field. Much of the ensuing

theory of random noise and other types of noise originating in elec¬

trical circuits is based on the results and methods presented in

these papers. A short list of the wide number of subjects with which

these papers deal is given below:

1. Fourier series representation of noise current}

2. Probability distribution of noise current}

3. Correlation functions of noise current}

4. Power spectrum of noise current}

5. Distribution of envelope of noise current;

6. Expected number of maxima per second;

7. Expected number of zero crossings per second;

8. Characteristic functions of the noise current;

9* Amount of noise in the output of a nonlinear detector
when either a noise voltage or a noise voltage plus a
signal is fed into the input of such a device.
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Many other analytical approaches to different noise problems

appeared about this time, some of the more outstanding contributions

being papers by Middle ton} ^>16 Bennett^ North Van Vleck}^ Kac^
PI pp pO

Seigert, Bagassine, and Hamburger. A comprehensive review of the

many studies of atmospheric noise levels over the world was compiled

by Burgess and Thomas2^ during this period.



CHAPTER II

METHOD OF SOLUTION

The particular problem with which we are concerned is tire devel¬

opment of the analytical expressions for the amplitude density fuñe»

tions for atmospheric noise, making use of some particular type of

time function. The fundamental approach used has been to start with

the most general case, a nonstationary random process, and develop

the density functions for such a process. The development used here

follows that of Rice}2*^*^ and Middleton2^ although carried out in

more detail. The restraint introduced by a stationary process results

in a simplification of the general equations. A further restriction

is made concerning the independence of events and the expressions

to be used for the atmospheric noise model evolved. The time func¬

tion of the individual noise waves appears explicitly in these ex¬

pressions but the character of this time function has not yet been

defined.

As a particular case an exponential and a triangular time func¬

tion are chosen and the resulting expressions evaluated wherever

possible* These expressions can be evaluated only under certain lim¬

ited conditions, so that other methods must be found to solve these

equations•

- 5 -
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An approximate solution Is obtained by means of a power series

expansion and the validity of the results is discussed*

Finally a different approach to thB solution of the resulting

equations is suggested and a method of applying this procedure is

outlined*



CHAPTER III

DERIVATION OF GENERAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS

Probability Theory and Random Proceases

To facilitate the understanding of the mathematical tools used

in the development of this statistical model a brief discussion of

some of the fundamental properties of random variables sill be given.

A set of functions may be specified by giving one or more prop¬

erties which members of the set always possess and which other func¬

tions do not. If a measure is given which evaluates the probability

that a member of the set will have a prescribed configuration, the

set is called an ensemble. Such an ensemble of functions, which for

the present discussion may be considered functions of time, defines

a random process.

A random process f(t) does not depend in a precise way on the

variable t. If a function of the ensauble is chosen at random, the

probability that its value at time t lies between x and x + dx is

given by dx times a function W^xjt) which will be referred to as
the first probability density function. It follows that

(3.1)

- 7
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and in general

(3.2) Avg. F

In the same way the probability that f(t) will have a value between

X-L and x^-p dx^ at a time t^ and a value between and x^j-I- dx2
at a time t2 later is equal to dx^cbc^ times the second probability
density function, W^x^t^ jx^tj). Higher ordered probability den¬
sity functions are defined in a similar manner. The complete set

of density functions describes the random process,

A random process f(t) is said to be stationary if the probability

densities of f(t~h T) are the same as those of f(t). The random

process in this case is invariant under translations in time and the

probability densities are written Vfl^(x), W^x^x^T), et^ seq.
Frequently a random process may oonsist of a combination of

several variables. Such a combination of variables might be denoted

by (f^f2). The first probability density function is then a function
of two variables. The probability that f^ lies between and dx^
and that f2 lies between X2 and x2 -j- dx2 is W^(x^,x2)dx^dx2. If f^
and f2 are statistically independent then the first probability den¬
sity function of (fif2) is equal to the product of the probability
densities of f^ and f2 respectively. This process can be continued
for the higher ordered probability density functions of more than one

variable.

With the probability density functions, the characteristic funo-
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tions may be associated. The characteristic function, F^(u), of the
one-dimensional random variable f(t) is defined by

(3.3)

The probability density function may be expressed in terms of the

characteristic functions by application of the Fourier inversion

principle:

(3.4)

If f(t) is ergodic (that is if f(t) is stationary and if there is no

stationary subset of the functions of the ensemble with probability

unequal to zero or unity), the characteristic function may be found

as a time average:

(3.5)

JT

3.T
6 at

-T

It will be observed by inspection of equation (3*3) that the moments

of the distribution of f(t) may be obtained as coefficients in a

Taylor's Series expansion of the characteristic function. A similar

definition using the real variable is known as the "moment-generating"

function for this reason?^
The notion of the characteristic function may be generalized to

distributions in several dimensions. Thus the characteristic function
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Here k(j) denotes the kth event in the series k = 0,1,. ..,K for the

function Xj. We write k(j) to distinquiah difierent values of
k which may occur for different values of J. These are denoted by

superscripts on the random variables, a^, r^, and ty The subscript
"j" on each of the parameters likewise distinguish between the dif¬

ferent possible statistical properties among the "j" resultant waves

Xy In this paper the tem event will be used to specify a particu¬
lar type of waveform occurring in the period of time (0,T). Taking

into account all possible numbers of events (K - 0,1,...., 0*3), that

can occur in this timet

oO

and

(3.U) * T K = CJ

The right hand side of equations (3.13) or (3*14) could be written as

of exactly K events in the period (0,T)3*flconditional
that if there are exactly K events in (0,T) then

x^ lies in the interval (x^x^ dx^), x2 lies in the interval
(x2,Xg-l- dx2),.... Xg lies in the interval (x.iXg-f- dxg) at the
time t^j x£ lies in the interval (x!,xi -+- dx*... and x' lies
in the interval (x*,x'fl-f- dx¿) at the time t2j , where 0—T.—t2<T.
The conditional probabilities can be obtained in terns of the

characteristic function for the "s" random variables. These condi¬

tional probabilities aret

oo

¿^[probability
K-o probability



-H-

OO , OO

(3.15) pern-
XlU.;

Oo _ OO

and

r <w oo /°o z03
iota, . { c/u, duJ . . . J^Kj/) aff / 577 / 377 ys.iT«-oo

_ oo -OO _6o

(3*16) ^ -,*-5-’^u) — -^Wj
¡i¡ Í¿J- up '>uy <,• j^jA¿ ) 6 £

T}K

The definition of the characteristic function yieldsi

(3-17) =

JrrATijTicAt- av&.

and

(3.18) f- (V^t(. «/, • u,';¿i)
¿¿W '&'S

TK
'statistical. AVG-.

The characteristic functions can be written as an s-order product

of the densities of the random varia hies aj, r^, and tjj

(3.19) £ = 7/ j^jiapavii^dfii^e
¿¡jiipt-i
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and

(3.20)fj =

where

j“'
+

OM

6

The integration in (3.19) And (3.20) is performed over all allowed

values of the random parameters as listed above in equation (3.21)*

The restriction is made that for each strip of K events and any one

member of x^ the parameters a^^, And t*^ are governed by
the same probability laws; however these distributions Wj may differ
for different members of the set. ^t is assumed that there is no

correlation between the different random parameters, and the basie

probability W^(K)^ for the occurrence of K events in (0,T) is iden¬
tical for the j members of the Xj of the set* If w^ aw for all j
of the set, then equations (3*19) and (3.20) reduce toJ

a h.t
1-*-— J -w
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and

(3.23) ^Cu^u^z,u;,^
|) d&J¿¿ cit.

t;k

Á.^t

VI £>.£)* i[?i*í<tr¿>z>t)h
x,eJ- ¿j"‘

V

J

When K = 0 (no event* in the interval (0,T)), the Xj vanish and the
eharacteristic function becomes unit/ (as the integral of the density

function over all values is unity by definition), and the conditional

probabilities given by equations (3*15) and (3.16) become:

5.

(3.24) = f|<!(«r°)
y-i

and

5

(3.25) K (0I)V^>hA *'y "TjSiXr0)^^’'0)
where <!>(xj - 0) = Dirac delta singular function. The resultant Xj
of exactly K events in (0,T) is taken to be a linear superposition

of elementary impulses e.. Therefore, the following expression can

be written for (Xj)^:
K

(3
Lhj) MU. kt¡) 1^ ty J J

.V» *" • -K kiipo
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where the random amplitudes, a^), random widths, r ^O), and random

times of occurrence^ t^^^, are for the elementary pulses. Equation

(3.26) shows that the statistical properties of the resultant

clearly depend upon the model structure and on the distribution

w(aj,r^,t^) of the random parameters.
This concludes the development of a general model of a non¬

stationary or quasi-stationary phenomenon. The next section will

deal with additional modifications allowable in considering atmos¬

pheric noise phenomena.

Stationary Random Processes - General Model

Atmospheric noise is classified as nonperiodic, overlapping,

impulse noise. The following assumptions are made in order to

obtain a mathematical model that might prove tractable to stand¬

ard methods of the calculus and the theory of probability. It may

be assumed that all elementary impulses, e^, are identical in shape,
that they can be linearly superimposed, and that their amplitudes,
k(j) k(j)
a , durations, r , are random while their times of occurrence,
k( 1)
tjVJ/ are independent random quantities.

28
It has been shown by Hurwitz and Kac that these assumptions

yield a Poisson distribution for the "K" events as given by:

where N = the average number of impulses arriving in the period (0,T)

for the ensemble of strips (0,T).
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Equation (3.27) is to bo substituted for the W^(K)^, appearing in
equations (3.13) and (3.14). Equation (3*2?) gives the probability

that out of an infinite number of similarly prepared systems, each of

duration T, and in each one of which there may be (0,1,..,K,..,Oo)

impulses, the interval will contain exactly "K* events. Equation (3.27)

can be written in a somewhat different formt

K ~nT
0.28) \J (ft) = (nT) g' T /Cl

where,

n - average number of events per unit time
_ Lim- *Km) - JV
~

m-900 m T T~

m - the number of similarly prepared strips.

By substituting (3*28) into (3.25) and (3.26) after making use of

(3.19) and (3.20) the characteristic function for this Poisson case

is obtained]

r

K-o

tíh>"A:í,jr KT

k -nT i, f
_ T (nT> 6 J"

tx-o i

(3.29)
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(3.32) ^(u^u^t,) /nT[i+ QTA 4 (nTA)\ . 1
- t L I! 2 \ J

-nT nTA
- £ £

« ,T 19

©*p [-nT + nT [dn Ida Aoca,A/j¿)¿"¡^ 6
i:l i

However)

(3.33) nT = N and
« /'r

da (u/ca^jTü)cn¿ = -1-

therefore equation (3.32) beooaea

(3.34) F Cu,,.-, usit,)T -exp

¿slu^(tjt-T0Jn)
daJ^VTjje -l]¿Tuf

Following the same procedía*© for (3.30):

/■ I

tv

r ÍIda J^c¿,njTl)
“T

o -£.o<j

(3.35) -

U2.u-^trr0^ _Jc/T
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Substituting (3.34) into (3.13) and making use of (3*15) and (3• 29)*

Substituting (3.25) into (3.14) and making use of (3.16) and (3.30):

The expressions given by equations (3.36) and (3.37) can be

simplified by making use of the general properties of the individual

pulse3, Oj, First it is assumed that there are no disturbances out¬
side the interval (0,T), therefore the limits of integration of T0

may be extended to plus and minus infinity. Next it is required that
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the integration over T0 be convergent fbr all T. This condition is
always satisfied for physically realizable pulses, as they must pos¬

sess finite energy. Further simplification becomes possible by mak¬

ing tie following substitutions!

(3.38) x- u>here j"1,3-, >s,

where B is a shape factor of the individual pulse which can be de¬

scribed in terms of the mean duration of the set of pulses by the

relation

(3.39) ^ *

Solving equation (3.38) for t^ - TQt

(3.40) l -T0 - A. or- t,~ Tü+ Á ar,4 7o = f

therefore

(3.41) t.-t, - tj-f -T0 = 5

or

/■. _ T - + *Lj lu(3.42)
B
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Substituting (3*42) into the expression for Sj, the new variable hj
is defined:

(3.43) ^ =-

The substitution of (3.43) into the seoond parts of (3.36) and (3.37)

yields:

, CO , OO

O-U) | ‘ 1 " -•]*
O ~ OO 'CO

and

<Qo rOO

(3.45) Jda|u)(a,V,-|)Je i=' e ,s* -ij <U-
For stationary processes the probability density, w(a,r,t^ - x/B),

is independent of the choice of the tlie origin, with the consequence

that settir^f t^ s 0, reduces this expression to w(a,r, -x/B). Fur¬
thermore this density function is symmetrical in tiae, since there

can be no distinction statistically between "forward* or "backward"

in tiae if the process is stationary. Therefore:

(3.46) uj(a

Substituting (3.46) and (3«44) into (3.36) the first probability

density function for the stationary case is:
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r00

(3.47) Vs/(W,) du,.
IJJT

'us)£
an '

j~i

«here the characteristic function is given by

r<* f°° i(* -i
(3.48) /y"(u„. - exp. - ií J¿h I da I ¿j Je J -ijd

O Jen Jo0

Substituting (3.46) and (3.45) into (3.37) the second probability

density function for the stationary case becomes:

CO

du,
in

^00

(3.49) /
- OO

. (du, (cju,*
j ¿en- ) a.íT
- Oo -OO

I dj*i
an

5 . ¿
.¿Zu;x> *‘4

- j3-* J
■■,“-1,*!, Xjile £

filers the characteristic function is given by
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Because the process is assumed stationary, the interval length (0,T)
no longer enters explicitly. If the periods of time, or epochs t^
(and therefore x), are assumed to be uniformly distributed in the in¬

terval (0,T) and independent of the durations and amplitudes of the

various impulses, the density function w(a,r,x/B) becomes:

(3.5D uj ( a, a,.| (W_yQ .

T

The limit of equation (3*51) as T approaches infinity is:

(3.52) >1 = UJU.A)
T—»00 L J

Lim. r itJ = y7“^^ L3T~.

where 0 - the average number of pulses per second times the mean du¬

ration of the pulses = a dimensionless parameter whose magnitude de¬

termines the character of the noise.

It is to be recalled that if a, r, and T0 are independent,

(3.53) Loc^n,Td ) - UJ<r°)

Substituting (3.52) and (3.53) into (3.47), (3.48), (3.49) and (3.50)

yields:

(3.54)
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(3.55)

UJ(Sl)Jj2

,00

«ju)cla

-L

(3.57) /T^ O-

Equationa (3.54), (3*55), (3.56), and (3*57) are the general

equations for the stationary model
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jSffiggfcsá SftgBlJfcF

It i3 obvious that the character of the distribution functions

of Xj depends upon the amount of overlapping among the individual im¬
pulses. For heavy overlapping, the distributions become the well-

known "normal" distribution of sereral variables. That is, the values

of amplitudes of the order of the root-mean-square have a significant

probability of recurring. Slight overlapping causes appreciable gaps

between the pulses, so that small or zero amplitudes are most likely

to occur. For the normal or nearly normal case (considerable over¬

lapping), the precise form of the elementary, independent transients,

and their individual statistics are unimportant as far as the nature

of the distribution is concerned. This is true because there are

such a large number of pulses (in any short interval of time At),

that their individuality is lost in the combined effect. (This fol¬

lows from the Central Limit Theorem of probability)?^ For the case

of widely spaced pulses, however, the shape and statistical properties

of the individual pulses are critical in determining the form of the

probability densities, and W^. It is this dependence upon indi¬
vidual pulse shape that makes the explicit evaluation of the density

functions so much more difficult. For little or no overlapping, one

needs merely to apply conventional methods to a single representa¬

tive pulse.

As the type of Poisson noise depends upon the "density" of im¬

pulses in any given time interval, it can be seen from equations

(3*A8), (3.50) and the preceding argument that the parameter
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(3«58) ¡f : £dvJj- nt"”t>er oj. pulses f*rseconJ)[rnean - n/í 1 § = T-?oo [

essentially determines the statistical character of the noise. That

is $ determines the class of the noise, impulse type static, nearly

nomal random noise, or fluctuation noise. Table 1 on page 29 lists

a variety of physical situations to which the Poisson model applies,

the order of magnitude of X , and the general nature of the densities

describing the random process.

Before continuing the development of the statistical model for

atmospheric noise it would be well to cite at this point an example

to indicate how the expressions developed previously can be applied

in solving a relatively simple problem.

Consider the case of a train of overlapping rectangular pulses,

where the amplitudes are distributed according to the Qaussian lawi

(3.59) /
uuC3) " yi7r<r

~

- 2 a-
where a* - a = cr r the variance, h(x,r) = U(x) - U(xr-r), and the

durations have any meaningful value. The characteristic function is
*

obtained by substituting (3*59) into (3.55)»

* A complete solution of this problem is given in Appendix I



TABLE I

Phenomenon:
Poisson Noise

Magnitude
of ¿r

Character of
Distributions

1. Impulsive Random Noise:
(a) Static; ignition noise;

solar interference

(b) Underwater sound; re¬
flections from random¬
ly oriented objects
moving relative to
observer

(c) Speech model.

0(0-10)

OdO*1)

oCio"1)
OdO"1)

Depends upon individ¬
ual pulse shape and
pulse statistics.
Strong dependence on
magnitude of Y .

2. Nearly Normal Random Noise 0(10-10^) Nomal distribution
(a) Heavy atmospheric static with one or more

correction terms.
(b) Precipitation noise These are of order

y~^or Y'1 , de-
(c) Clutter, sea waves, etc. pending on whether

or not the third
(d) Underwater sound moments exist.

Noticeable to weak
(e) Window (not densely dependence on magni-

sown) tude of Y .

(f) Solar static; sun¬
spot conditions.

3. Normal Random Noise
(a) Shot noise

(b) Photo-multiplier noise

(c) Thermal noise

(d) Clutter (scattering
from water droplets)

(e) Barkhausen noise

0(10^-°o) Normal distribution;
ignorable correction
terms. ( Y enters
only as a scale fac¬
tor for the probabil¬
ity densities, whose
form now does not de¬
pend on y )(f)Window, electronic

interference, inherent
tube noise.

-29-
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-í (
F(u) =■ e e*p-

.00
r si

JarFcr

l'3«- ,

6 £ da

(3.60) 25 . .n ¿na u. -M±JT
- € 7 x1— n!

n-o

W^(x) ia obtained by the inversion of equation (3.60):
-* £ v"

(3.61) Wf f x) = 6 Z- O'. jSnTT ir ^

, ~\a.-i(í¿aa)
. i' Jr\CT /

-V
■+• 6. ci(x~o)

n= /

Similarly substituting (3.59) into (3*57) the characteristic function

of the second density function beoomes:

<0 up(rwn q
T if

p l m!r¿7 h(t)J
P,r»Pn-o

(3.62) h^u-'Tj =
>

lexp. L3U.(ni +n) -t ¿a u.' (p+ n) - >P** níu-tu’;í
s'

Inversion of (3.62) gives the second order density function:



CHAPTER IV

ATMOSPHERIC NOISE MODEL

In Chapter III the general expressions to be used for the density

functions of atmospheric noise are derived. To select an actual type

of waveform for the atmospheric noise model it is necessary to con¬

sider the physical situation which this model is to represent. This

physical situation is the output envelope of a normal amplitude-

modulated receiver which is being shock-excited by a random series

of pulses at the input, the pulses being the electromagnetic energy

emanating from lightning flashes. Under these conditions the output

waveform consists of a train of exponential impulses with a varying

degree of overla ¡_ping¿ depending upon the density of the input pulses.

Two analytical time functions that can be used to approximate this

output waveform are an exponential time pulse and a triangular time

pulse. Each of these cases will be examined in detail in this chapter.

Tims Pulse - General Model

The time function is given by the relation:

_hj<
e

OO

- 32 -
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and its width is defined as the point at which the amplitude is one-

tenth of its original value; or at the value

(4.2) X - %iiL§
n.

For ease of mathematical manipulation the original time function

will be redefined to exist only over this range, that is

(4.3)

- AJC

bcx,^ = e 0 O < A 6: -

Q> X > 2.3 B

However equation (3.39) of Chapter III gives

(4.4) B-* or
2.

B =n

This enables us to write the time function of (4.3) in a slightly

different form*

(4.5) hex,/*) = £
-xn

- o

O'L'f.L ill
Ax

0> * >
/I1

Substituting the time function given by (4.5) into the expression

for the characteristic function, (3.55)*

CO

(4.6) F,(u) =. e,p.U¡Mn>ÁnjUa)ií( [e'SlÍ£ -'J^
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The Last integral in (4.6) may be altered by making the substitution:

(4.7)
-¡fA3-

¿a u_e
€

and noting that

(4.8)

-nxn3-
é

These manipulations reduce the integral of (4*6) to the form

a3 -XA
oo

(4.9)
r tau.6 -7 1 V (Í3U.)~lJ¿K

13
n. /■/? _nxA'

dx “
1-3

a = o

The integral in equation (4.9) has the value of 2.3/r2 for the

case n = 0 and the coefficient of the integral is unity, therefore

the value of (4.9) at n * 0 is also zero. This reduces the integral

to the form;

(4.10)

The value of the integral on the right-hand side of equation (4.10)

for any value of n is given by:

(4.11)
-nxJi7’

£ ¿K
nn:

r<-H

-a.3ni
6

0
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_¿u3n
aa € for positive integral values of n.

Repeated application of (4.H) in (4.10) yields*

/jj! -XA" .n

u.i2) f [eu‘£ - CM* = ^ •
/ n*-'

Substituting equation (4*12) in the equation for the characteristic

function, (4.6):

(4.13) FT <«*) == ex p- f
Inspection of the second integral of (4*13) shows that it can be

evaluated without defining the density function governing the a'8.

This is shown to be true be referring to the fundamental definition

of moments, equation (3.1), thus

00

(4.14) a'1 ujo)da =

and equation (4.13) can be written

(4.15)

^ ,00
,— f V y («*)n I oU(/i)cl/l (
rt (u) - e xp. ® n. ni J /Ia- f.

The density function of the widths of the pulses, r, is as¬

sumed to follow the Rayleigh law:
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(4.16)

However, the substitution of this particular density function in

(4.15) requires that the range of integration of the variable be re¬

duced, as the integral becomes indeterminate if the limits of zero

and infinity are maintained, this change of the limits of integra¬

tion is not too disturbing, as, for any physical receiving system with

a finite input, the pulse width can be neither zero nor infinite.

The zero constraint is set by the finite bandwidth of the receiver

and the infinite contraint by the finite energy criteria for any

physical pulse. The maximum allowable width is designated as ^ and
the minimum allowable width r^. This restriction of the range of
the variable changes the density function given in (4.16) as the area

under the integral must equal unity, ^he new density function iss

(4.17) =. n. e

A

- K'Ae

n

rA „ A

- 6

Substituting (4.17) into (4.15)

p (u) = exp. \ YkZ_(4.ie)
(LULf an
rv n!

•H -B-

dn
n=>
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The integral can be evaluated by a change of variable, y^ s r^/2 ,

which reduces it to the form

(4.19)
K-V)n(-On
n-n! (aq^)n

The values of this expression are tabulated^ and for brevity (4.19)

will be written

(4.20)

where Ei(v) is the exponential integral evaluated at v.

Substituting (4.20) into (4.18) the expression for the first

characteristic function is:

(4.21) h, (“) - e*P [1C
where the constant C is given

0 = 1

(La)1 ^ j
n- n! j

The constant X is not included in the grouping of the other

constants as its range of values is dictated by the density of the

noise bursts as discussed in detail in Chapter III.

The first density function is found by inversion of the charac¬

teristic function, (4.21):
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Exponential Tjmg Pulse - Particular Results
The first density function given by equation (4.22) cannot be

evaluated in its present form. It is necessary to consider the dif¬

ferent density functions governing the distribution of peak amplitudes,

w(a), and determine the manner in which the moments vary. This crite¬

rion determines whether the series in the exponent of equation (4.22)

will converge or not. If the series is divergent, (4*22) cannot be

evaluated as it is the Courier Transform of the base e to this series,

and a necessary condition for a Fourier Transform to exist is that the

function whose transform is being calculated must converge.

An example c£ the series in the exponent of (4.22) diverging is

given if thB peak amplitudes of the individual pulses are assumed to

be distributed exponentially;

(4.23) ujW = £ Ofr 3L< 00

The nfch moment of a is

O

(4.24)
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Substituting (4.24) into (4.22)

(4.25)
<9

However,

(4.26)

CIO

n - <

which is divergent for all values of u<l. Therefore the Courier
Transform of the base e to this exponent does not exist, and as

(4.25) is the Fourier Transform of this function it cannot be eval

uated.

Exponential Time Poise - A Discrete Solution

If the density function of peak amplitudes is such that aF = kn

(k = a positive real number, not necessarily integral), then (4.22)

can be evaluated. This example is considered here, as the integral

of the resulting density function is a good approximation to the

measured atmospheric noise distribution function for small values of

the variable'?^,^)
The relationship given above for the moments reduces (4*22) tot

(4.27)
_*Ck f

OO

£ £
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La
ífCKt

Expanding £ in a series similar to (4.7) and (4.8) the density-

function (4*27) becomes:

(4.28)

Inspection of (4.28) shows that this is a discrete density-

function, having values only at integral values of x. To compare

this densi ty function with the measured atmospheric noise distri¬

bution it is necessary to integrate (4.28) with respect to x, as

the distribution function is the integral of the density function.

Carrying out this integration:

(4.29)

where the factor D is a normalizing constant.

A graph of a measured atmospheric distribution with the cal¬

culated values of equation (4.29) shown thereon is given in Fig¬

ure 1 on page 41. Although this is a discrete type of distribution

function, while the measured distribution function is continuous,

it is a good approximation for snail values of the variable and may

prove useful in studies over this range of atmospheric noise values.
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63U

(4.32)

* láuX
€ R ax ■+ fo o

Substituting equation (4.32) in the equation for the characteristic

function

Inspection of (4.33) shows that the first exponential contains

integrals of the density functions alone, and as the integral of the

density function Bust equal unity by definition, then the particular

form of the density function has no effect upon the integral. In the

second exponential term of (4.33) the variable r does not appear in

any of the integrals except as a density function, so the actual form

of the density function of r has no effect upon this term. Applying

the above reasoning (4.33) can be written:

f](.U) r £ €X(4-34)

The density function of the peak amplitudes of the pulses, a, is

assumed to follow the Rayleigh law:

(4.35) Q ¿ <. OS .
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Substituting (4.35) into (4*34) the integral expression becomes*

30
-A

6 a* da..36) .J-, (1£lU^d^ /
(4 car*

The second integral in (4.36) is the normal error integral over one-

half of its range without the normalizing factor j therefore,

(4.37) (ccdT
- ( f ®* <Ja= -W J-; I ‘ ►'a ¿<.«5

The second integral cf (4*36) is the characteristic function of
the normal error curve without the proper normalizing factor;

therefore,

(4.38)

/^LLLtL r—

_i_/£CU<TV d
a (j

-í“V

The characteristic function is obtained by substituting (4.38)

and (4.37) into (4.36) and then substituting this result into (4.34)*

(4.39) fj“ (u.)
-Y

= 6 exp. 40-^

The first density function is found by inversion of the charac¬

teristic function, (4»39);

<*•«» V/w) 16
OQ .

-LU.X

- CO

/fru;da = l_^ -'j]d
^
- 00

u_
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The expression for the first density function as given by (4.40)

cannot be evaluated directly. Approximations to this solution will

be discussed in detail in the next chapter.



CHAPTER V

POWER SERIES APPROXIMATION AS A SOLUTION

OP GENERAL DENSITY FUNCTION

The two examples considered in Chapter IV indicate the magni¬

tude of the problem of evaluating the density function if the ampli¬

tude of the time pulse varies during the duration of the pulse.

Under certain conditions, to be discussed in detail later in this

chapter, it is possible to obtain a series expansion for the density

functions in powers of the parameter % . For a rapidly convergent

series the first few terms often can be evaluated to obtain a good

approximation to the density function.

General Expression

The general series expansion for W-^(x) and *-8 obtained
directly by inversion of the equations for the characteristic func¬

tions, (3.55) and (3.57) after a substitution has been made. In this

chapter the series expansion for the characteristic function of the

first density ÍUnction is derived. T^e higher ordered functions are

obtained by a similar process.

Define the characteristic function by the relations

- 46 -
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To oompare this expression with the measured results obtained for

atmospheric noise, it is necessary to integrate (5.7). Carrying

out this integration (see Appendix II)»

poo = I' iff* -t- [l*JV ] - i
3 J

-f • 1



CHAPTER VI

SOLUTION BI METHOD OF INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS

In Chapter IV it is shown that if the amplitude of the time pulse

varies with the duration of the pulse, the method of Fourier Trans¬

iónos, which is used to obtain the probability density functions,

cannot be used to solve the problem. This point is substantiated by
25

Middleton in his paper on phenomenological models. The method of

series expansion given in Chapter V is limited in many cases of prac¬

tical interest, as the series does not coverge rapidly. This chapter

is concerned with an alternate method of solving problems of this type.

For pulses of the form chosen in Chapter III the characteristic

functions are either products of exponentials or are exponentials

raised to exponential powers. Aa these types of expressions are not

amenable to the standard methods used for evaluating Fourier Trans¬

forms, it is necessary to find some type of transformation which will

alter the expression to be integrated in such a way that the process

of integration can be carried out. The problem is to find some type

of integral transformation which will change the form of the integral

from one which defies the ordinary methods of the calculus to a more

tractable form.

- 52 -
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Theory of Integral Transforms

The method of integral transformation is used to solve this prob¬

lem, therefore a review of the pertinent factors of integral transforma¬

tions is presented here. The most common transform in use in the Elec-
*

trical Engineering field today is probably the Laplace Transform:

. -51
,

(6.1) L<S) = j i(t)é ^
O

where s is the complex frequency and t is time. A more general class

of this same type of function may be developed using the relationship:

where K(p,x) is a known function of the two variables p and x, and

the integral of (6.2) is convergent. Under these conditions the func¬

tion I(p) is called the integral transform of the function f(x) by the

kernel K(p,x), From this definition it is obvious that the kernel,

(6.3)
£

yields the Laplace transform as given in (6.1). The other two most

commonly used kernels are:

* A list of definitions used in this chapter is given on page bZ
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(6.4) K(p,*>=*P

which gives the Mellin Transformation, and

(6.5) KOvO - x Xcf3*)

where Jy(px) = Bessel function of the first kind of order v, which

yields the Hankel Transformation. By a change of variable the kernels

for the Fourier Sine, Cosine, and Exponential Transformations may be

developed. The classical method of doing this is in terms of a re-

quireoent of the Mellin Transform, M(s). It should be mentioned, as

a matter of historical interest, that the first systematic investiga¬

tion of the problem of integral transforms was done by Mellin in 1896^
One of the important properties of the kernel is that it is a

linear operator. That is, if the function to be transformad is mul¬

tiplied by a constant the operator does not affect the constant; or

if a sura of functions is to be transformed, they can be transformed

singularly and the results added algebraically.

The operator transforming a function into its integral transform

is denoted by»

(6.6) AVf) =
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Assume that for every ihnction B(p), belonging to a certain class of

function of the variable p, the equation

(6.7) A/ft) = ®(f3)

is satisfied by one, and only one function, f(x). Then it can be

proved that there exists a linear operator N7^ called the inverse

of N, such that the equations

(6.8) /Vo-)=B'p)j J.(x) = /'/fB)

33
are equivalent. The problem is the determination of these inverse

operators for some special cases of the operator N. That is, the

following integral equations are to be solved:

(6.9) X (jo) = j

and

(6.10) j-U) = Ift) HCbx)^.
a
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mathematically thorough, while the former is Concered with practical

applications to the solution of boundary value problems*

Applications to Atmospheric Noise Model

It is not the purpose of this chapter to find a solution by this

particular method, but to indicate if such a solution might be possi¬

ble. If standard known transformations will yield a solution, they

are to be applied, and for this reason the applicability of the two

transformations discussed previously are considered.

Before applying the Mellin transforms to obtain a solution for

a particular problem, it is necessary to list the limitations before

a function can have a Mellin Tranafom and its Inverse. The limita¬

tions can be stated by one condition, that Í3 the integral

(6.25) | *«>]<**, *>0
0

must be bounded, i.e. converge. If this is so, the following re¬

lationships are valid:

(6.26) At (5) -

and

r
C+t 00

X'5 A\(s)Ás6.27) ^/r¿

c-< °o

c > K.
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Equation (6.26) is the direct Mellin Transform and equation (6.27) is

the inverse Mellin Transform,

ihe probability density function obtained for exponential time

pulses consisted of the Courier Transform of an infinite product of

exponential functions. This type 0f expression is complicated rather

than simplified by the change of variable necessary to relate the

Fourier Exponential Transform to the Mellin Transform, therefore the

Mellin Transform does not offer a method of solving this particular

problem.

The probability density function obtained for triangular time

pulses consists of the product of two exponentials, one to the in¬

verse power of the variable times an exponential to the variable to

the second power and the other to the inverse power of the variable.

As in the case discussed above, the change of variable relating the

two transformations does not simplify this expression. Therefore,

for the two particular cases which were considered, the Mellin Trans¬

form does not offer any simpler type of solution. Although these are

only two particular examples, the general form of the characteristic

function used in this analysis makes the applicability of Mellin

Transforms remote. That is, the general form of the characteristic

function embodied here is that of an exponential raised to a multiple

integral of several variables. That this could ever lead to any type

of solution other than

6(6.28)



APPENDIX I

EXAMPLE OF USE OF FORMULAE

Consider the case of a train of overlapping rectangular pulses

in which the amplitudes are distributed according to the Gaussian law»

(I.l) uJ u) = £

where, a2 - a 2 s 0~ r the variance, h(x,r) - U(x/B) - U(x/B - r) =

the time function of the pulse and the durations have any meaningful

value. Noting that

(1.2)
h(x,n.) - l

= o

a< BA

o> x >BA

and substituting (1.2) into (3•55)*
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However from (3 «39)*

(1.4) Bn = I

Therefore substituting (1.4) into (1.3)*

(1.5)

Making use of the fundamental requirement of a density function that

the area under the curve by unity:

R(U) =
]uj(a) da

(1.6)

Performing the following change of variable in (1.6)

(i.7) i = a- a ? d« = da, a = -a-*a

gives the expression

(1.8)
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The infinite integral can be broken into the sum of two integrals;

one over the range 0<X < Bn-B|t| where neither function ia zero, and

the other over the range where one function or the other can be zero,

i.e. no overlapping. As the pulse is syiunetrical, rather than integrate

from -Blt^oOand Bn-BltltoBn, simply integrate from 0 to Br. Outside

of these ranges the integral is zero (see Figure 2, area A - area B).

As r is always greater than zero, then

(1.23) Pa - B It I > 0

or

(1.24) A ^ liri

Therefore thB lower limit of the range of integration over r becomes /1/.

Applying the above reasoning and (1.24) to (1.21):
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"•» Itl

(1.25) F¿tu>u')To)r exp-^
-t V iujcsjcla J tjucnjj^ 1

.an . , \
J

• -- ,1 i

The second pari of (1.25) is the product of two functions, similar

to (1.3), therefore:

(1.26) («,«*; T£)“ F, CutFcu'j exp.

-N

r id(utijf) /O -t]dx>
J

The integration of (1.26) is facilitated by the use of the normalized

correlation function of the elementary time impulse:

(1.27)
GO

(n.-/t/)ujcn> dn .

HI

Carrying out the integration over x in (1.26)

(1.28) (UjU^Ta) = fjW ;(u'>

,00 CACutWJ ,

^ Itl
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Again for m * n = p = 0 the integral yields delta functions. Let

(1.33) A* £.
Urn’

rmnijp

m! n! f>\
Di«f.

•r>,n,p>o

Separating variables in (1.32) and substituting (1.33)*

-a, .a.

(1.34) V/cm)TJ = £ ¿(x-oíáCf'-o) +

//U € 6 du

# f J

Considering only the second integral and completing the square:

(1.35) 6 «►"> J e € ^ ■
- oO

Performing the following change of variable upon (1.35)*

(1.36) V= 3-^,
results in:

(1.37) 6
tan0'-3<pta>] r*'-S((«o)] -i*vv.

£ f 6 i^Fñ L £ civ .

/|p-tn ~ CO
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(11.24)

(11.25)
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Substituting equations (II.19) through (II.¿5) into (II.Iff) and

collecting like terms:

PU)-- I + M*

+ 3 *TT r6-
*■ f (j- , x , xj- 1 - |1

3£

X

o-'3' IdJx 6

-Jt
■2<r ; [, f, ci)£j -> t .1; t1v> j£j]"^

(11.26)

+ ¡rV
it

zrxe^[, f\ «A)gi )<ft Ori j£.)]
j

i~
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